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Jeremy:I talked to Debbie Beatty about FBI referrals to IRS. She had been sending her referrals to a man 

named John Nelson in the FOIA Office at IRS, but he recently retired and she is now sending the referrals to a 

man named William Lovelace in the FOIA Office. In the last several weeks, Debbie has received 3 "really old" 

referral packages back from the IRS. Of the referrals she received back from IRS, the IRS released only one 

page. The IRS claims that the remainder of the information is protected by ï¾§ 6103. Debbie said that she 

could make copies for us of the referrals she just received back. These are the first JFK Act referrals Debbie has 

ever received back from IRS.I think that your idea of having Debbie's contact at IRS -- William Lovelace -- come 

to NARA for the meeting on Tuesday is a good one. Ideally, he would bring with him the referral packages he 

has received from the FBI and you and I (providing I can make it) could talk to him about them at that time. 

Debbie told me that she does not keep at her desk copies of the actual documents she refers to other 

agencies. She does keep copies of her "pink sheets" that reference the records that have been referred. If you 

would like us to, we could ask Debbie for copies of her pink sheets and go to the files and make copies of 

records that have been referred to IRS. Let me know what you would like me to do.Thanks,Laura
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